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The MIA and MIA Deluxe boast al l  the hallmarks of  Ital ian 
writ ing style.  Dynamic,  melange textures represent 
a new form factor for a new decade.  Striking colours 
bring new verve to a famil iar shape.
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The much-loved si lhouette of  the Miya returns 
in a new look at two accessible qualit ies.  Richly 
textured Montegrappite lends an artistic mood 
to the MIA and MIA Deluxe.

Expressive contours and balanced proportions 
define classic Ital ian design.  The MIA’s si lhouette 
sits comfortably in the hand,  in perfect harmony 
with a sculptural  pocket-cl ip,  but its vivid 
textures provide the most obvious talking point .

Montegrappite art isanal resin offers a palette of 
r ichly marbled f inishes.  Their  exotic f ingerprint 
invokes memories of impressionist  oi ls ,  rare 
minerals or the spectacle of India’s Hol i  festival . 

A new substance for a new decade: Montegrappite 
is  the result  of  more than two years’  material 
research.  A special ,  in-house formula provides 
spectacular ,  organic colour effects .

Adriatic Sea,  Meteor Shower and Spice Explosion 
are the moods of the open-edit ion MIA:  avai lable 
as a bal lpoint and cartr idge/converter-f i l led 
fountain pen with steel  nib.

The l imited-edit ion MIA Deluxe arr ives in two 
exclusive colours.  Sea at Dusk and Chrysocolla 
feature sterl ing si lver tr ims,  piston-fi l l  and an 
18K gold nib,  presented in a deluxe wooden case.
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NIB:

MATERIALS:

GRADES:

FILLING SYSTEM:

Fountain Pen

TRIMS:

Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, 
Double Broad, Stub 1 . 1

Si lver,  Montegrappite resin

18K gold

Piston

Sterl ing Si lver

FEATURES
DELUXE LIMITED

MODEL:

SEA AT DUSKCHRYSOCOLLA

ISMIA_S4 ISMIA_S5

DIAMETER

WEIGHT

LENGTH (Closed)

DIMENSIONS:

16,5 mm
140 mm

42,5 g



PACKAGING
DELUXE LIMITED

WEIGHT:

DEPTH:

776 g

120 mm

WIDTH:
200 mm

HEIGHT:
95 mm





NIB:

MATERIALS:

GRADES:

FILLING SYSTEM:

Fountain Pen

TRIMS:

Extra Fine, Fine, Medium, Broad, 
Stub 1 . 1 ,  Stub 1 .5

Silver,  Montegrappite resin

Stainless Steel

Cartridge, Converter

Stainless Steel

FEATURES
OPEN EDITION

MODEL:

Ballpoint

SPICE EXPLOSION ADRIATIC SEA METEOR SHOWER

ISMIA_I1 ISMIA_I2 ISMIABI2 ISMIABI3ISMIABI1 ISMIA_I3

DIAMETER

WEIGHT

LENGTH (Closed)

DIMENSIONS:

16,5 mm 15,7 mm
140 mm 140 mm

31 g 34 g



PACKAGING
OPEN EDITION

WEIGHT:

DEPTH:

299 g

80 mm

WIDTH:
185 mm

HEIGHT:
60 mm



Vibrant colouring, compact size and 
value for money make the MIA and MIA 
Deluxe accommodating to a wide user 
base, both male and female. 

Textured Montegrappite represents a new 
direction in aesthetics and sustainabil ity, 
reinforcing Montegrappa’s reputation for 
bold mechanical and material innovation.

The open edition MIA and l imited-edition 
MIA Deluxe are both handmade in Bassano 
del Grappa – the cradle of Italian writing 
culture.

MIA and MIA Deluxe continue an evolution 
that began with 1999’s Classica. Ever 
since, models l ike the Extra and Miya have 
solidif ied Montegrappa’s reputation as 
masters of 1930s styling.
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